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Background: Somatosensory stimulation of the lower extremity could improve motor

recovery and walking post-stroke. This pilot study investigated the feasibility of a

subsequent randomized controlled trial (RCT) to determine whether task-specific

gait training is more effective following either (a) intensive hands-on somatosensory

stimulation or (b) wearing textured insoles.

Objectives: Determine recruitment and attrition rates, adherence to intervention,

acceptability and viability of interventions and outcome measures, and estimate variance

of outcome data to inform sample size for a subsequent RCT.

Methods: Design: randomized, single-blinded, mixed-methods pilot study.

Setting: In-patient rehabilitation ward and community.

Participants: n = 34, 18+years, 42–112 days following anterior or posterior circulation

stroke, able to follow simple commands, able to walk independently pre-stroke, and

providing informed consent.

Intervention: Twenty 30-min sessions of task-specific gait training (TSGT) (delivered

over 6 weeks) in addition to either: (a) 30–60min mobilization and tactile stimulation

(MTS); or (b) unlimited textured insole (TI) wearing.

Outcomes: Ankle range of movement (electrogoniometer), touch-pressure sensory

thresholds (Semmes Weinstein Monofilaments), motor impairment (Lower Extremity

Motricity Index), walking ability and speed (Functional Ambulation Category, 5-m walk

test, pressure insoles) and function (modified Rivermead Mobility Index), measured

before randomization, post-intervention, and 1-month thereafter (follow-up). Adherence

to allocated intervention and actual dose delivered (fidelity) were documented in case

report forms and daily diaries. Focus groups further explored acceptability of interventions

and study experience.

Analysis: Recruitment, attrition, and dose adherence rates were calculated as

percentages of possible totals. Thematic analysis of daily diaries and focus group data

was undertaken. Standard deviations of outcome measures were calculated and used

to inform a sample size calculation.
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Results: Recruitment, attrition, and adherence rates were 48.57, 5.88, and 96.88%,

respectively. Focus groups, daily-diaries and case report forms indicated acceptability

of interventions and outcome measures to participants. The 5-m walk was selected as

primary outcomemeasure for a future trial [mean (SD) at end of intervention: 16.86 (11.24)

MTS group and 21.56 (13.57) TI group]; sample size calculation indicated 60 participants

are required per group.

Conclusion: Recruitment, attrition and adherence rates and acceptability of

interventions and outcomes justify a subsequent powered RCT of MTS+TSGT compared

with TI+TSGT.

Keywords: stroke, rehabilitation, somatosensory stimulation, lower extremity, motor recovery, feasibility study,

sensory retraining

INTRODUCTION

Every 2 s, someone in the world experiences a stroke; there are
more than 1.2 million stroke survivors in the United Kingdom
(UK) alone (1). Many stroke survivors—between 65% (2) and
85% (3)—experience somatosensory impairment. This impacts
adversely on the ability to detect, discriminate, and recognise
sensations from the body because somatosensory function
includes tactile sensation, vibration, pressure, proprioception,
temperature, and pain (4). Somatosensory impairment of the
lower limb is experienced by between 45% (5) and 56% (6)
of stroke survivors and makes performance of everyday tasks
difficult (5, 7). Consequently, potential for achieving independent
walking post-stroke is decreased (8).

Regaining the ability to walk is a priority for many stroke
survivors. Identifying best treatments to address balance, gait,
and mobility has been identified by the James Lind Alliance as
one of the top 10 research priorities for stroke (9). Progress is
promised by interventions aiming to reduce motor impairment
and thus recovery of body functions toward their pre-stroke
state by utilising the principles of activity-driven neuroplasticity
(10). Interventions to facilitate activity-driven neuroplasticity
are placed into a framework of priming, augmentation, and
practise (11).

Priming interventions prepare the sensorimotor system for
motor function, specifically when limited or no volitional
control of movement exists. Priming can be achieved through
the provision of somatosensory stimulation as a precursor
to task-specific training (11). Therapists can deliver intensive
proprioceptive and tactile stimulation through a hands-on
intervention known as mobilization and tactile stimulation
(MTS) (12). Research into MTS for the contralesional hand
post-stroke found reduction of motor impairment and improved

Abbreviations: 5MWT, Five metre walk test; LEMI, Lower Extremity Motricity

Index; MoTaStim-Foot, Mobilization and Tactile Stimulation of the Foot; mRMI,

Modified Rivermead Mobility Index; MTS, Mobilization and tactile stimulation;

NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; PPIE, Patient and public

involvement and engagement; SWMs, Semmes Weinstein monofilaments; TI,

Textured insole; TSGT, Task-specific gait training. CI, Confidence interval; IQR,

Interquartile range; NHS, National Health Service; SD, Standard deviation; UK,

United Kingdom.

upper-limb function (13, 14). MTS is also applied to the foot
(15, 16). It is hypothesised that greater somatosensory awareness
and alignment of the foot, through intensive somatosensory
stimulation using MTS, improves the ability to place and transfer
weight over the foot, permitting adaptation to different floor
surfaces. However, this has not yet been tested.

Augmenting interventionsmay also enhance somatosensation
during task-specific activity. For example, standing on textured
materials (17) and wearing textured insoles (TIs) in shoes to
improve perceptual motor performance (18). TIs are designed
to stimulate sensory receptors on the plantar surface of the
foot: tactile (19), pressure (20), and vibration (21). Afferent
information from the foot and ankle is, therefore, crucial for
postural control and walking capacity (22). TIs that enhance
sensory awareness of the foot during motor activity are also
expected to improve contact of the foot with the supporting
surface and thus interaction between the foot and the floor, which
is important for functional activity (23). The use of TIs is a
“hands-off,” low-cost augmentation strategy that has been shown
to reduce mediolateral sway in healthy populations (24), and
change spatiotemporal gait parameters in people with multiple
sclerosis (25). However, TIs have not yet been investigated in a
stroke population, stimulating the contralesional side.

Practice interventions use task-specific training, which is
recommended when stroke survivors can repeat and practice
movements or tasks (11). Task-specific training has been
shown to improve motor function post-stroke (26–28). More
specifically, task-specific gait training (TSGT) is an effective
intervention after stroke (26, 29–31).

It is known that afferent input can influence motor control
(32, 33). However, it is not known whether combining
TSGT with somatosensory stimulation—either priming using
MTS, or augmentation by wearing TIs—would increase the
effect. The hypothesis is that MTS (priming intervention)
immediately before TSGT has greater efficacy than TSGT
combined with wearing TIs (augmentation intervention) in
reducing sensorimotor impairment and improving functional
ability of the more paretic lower limb after stroke. Before this
hypothesis can be tested in an adequately powered randomized
controlled trial (RCT) it was important to undertake a pilot study
to determine the viability of a subsequent RCT (34, 35).
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The objectives for this study were to:

1. Estimate recruitment rate for a subsequent RCT.
2. Estimate attrition rate for a subsequent RCT.
3. Estimate the adherence rate to the interventions and their

acceptability to participants.
4. Investigate acceptability and feasibility (effective delivery

and success of blinding) of a battery of outcome measures,
to inform primary and secondary outcome measures for a
future trial.

5. Undertake a sample size calculation for a subsequent
RCT, using the estimated variance of the selected primary
outcome measure.

6. Monitor the type and frequency of adverse events.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design, Randomization, Ethics, Trial
Registration, and Procedure
We undertook a two-group, randomized, single-blinded
pilot study with an embedded qualitative investigation using
participant self-report in daily diaries, and focus groups.

Randomization of participants to one of two groups
(MTS+TSGT or TIs+TSGT) was undertaken by the Norwich
Clinical Trials Unit, using a computer randomization system in
a 1:1 ratio with permuted blocks of two and four. Stratification
by left- or right-sided brain lesion (identified from the medical
notes) was used because this factor may influence rehabilitation
potential (36). Group allocation order was concealed from
the research team until after a participant had completed the
measurement battery at baseline (37).

All outcome measurements in which observer bias could
occur were undertaken by assessors blinded to treatment group
allocation. Measures were employed to enhance blinding. To
avoid a chance observation of insoles unblinding the assessor, all
participants were provided with one pair of insoles, but those in
theMTS+TSGT group were told not to use them. On completion
of the interventions all the TIs were collected and observed for
any indications that they had been worn. In addition, participants
were asked not to disclose group allocation to the blinded
assessor and the case report forms were not accessible to the
blinded assessor.

Research ethics approval for this study was obtained from
the UK National Research Ethics Service (4/3/16), IRAS No:
171968/REC Ref 16/WM/0080. All participants gave informed
consent. The study was registered on a clinical trials database
(ISRCTN 13676183; Central Portfolio Management System ID
30449). The study sponsor was Keele University.

Following eligibility screening and after providing written
informed consent, participants undertook the measurement
battery at baseline (prior to randomization), after 20 sessions
of intervention (end of intervention), and 1 month thereafter
(follow-up). Progress measures within the intervention phase
were also recorded after 5, 10, and 15 treatments, and participants
kept a daily diary during the intervention phase. Post-study focus
groups explored participant acceptability and feasibility of the

interventions and outcome measures. An overview of the study
is given in Figure 1.

Participants
We recruited adults (aged 18 years or older) with stroke occurring
in any brain area 42–112 days prior to providing informed
consent. Specific inclusion criteria were: able to follow simple
commands and imitate actions using the less paretic (ipsilesional)
upper limb; able to walk independently prior to index stroke
with or without a walking aid; and unable to step on and off
a 7·5 cm high block more than 12 times in 15 s with either the
more paretic (contralesional) or less paretic (ipsilesional) lower
limb (38). Exclusion criteria were: any pathology or previous
stroke affecting lower-limb sensation e.g., diabetic neuropathy;
fixed contracture of the tendo Achillis; pressure sores or ulcers
on the foot or contralesional ankle; any pathology affecting blood
circulation to or from the contralesional foot; botulinum toxin
injection to the contralesional lower limb in the previous 6
months; pain sufficient to prevent undertaking interventions or
outcomes; and known HIV, hepatitis non-A or related condition
(to meet sponsor requirements).

Where posterior circulation stroke had caused paresis in
either the ipsilesional side or both sides of the body, prior to
randomization we consulted the participant’s therapist, whose
opinion was accepted in relation to identifying the more
paretic side.

Sample Size, Setting, and Recruitment
A sample of 34 was considered achievable and adequate to enable
a sample size calculation for the subsequent RCT by estimating
variance on a continuous outcome measure (39, 40), accounting
for 10% attrition (objective 5).

The study was conducted in an in-patient stroke rehabilitation
ward and community-based Stroke Early Supported Discharge
service. Potential participants were identified by research nurses
or multidisciplinary stroke teams. Stroke survivors (42–112 days
post-stroke) expressing an interest in participating were given
a participant information sheet. The first 34 stroke survivors
meeting inclusion criteria and providing written informed
consent were recruited. The study interventions and outcome
measurements were performed either in an inpatient clinical
setting within an NHS organisation or at the participant’s own
home, depending upon where the participant resided at that
time. However, wherever possible the location for undertaking
the outcome measures at baseline was replicated for the end of
intervention and 1-month measures.

Interventions
Each group received one of two interventions, either
MTS+TSGT or TIs+TSGT: 20 sessions delivered within a
6-week period. If participants were receiving routine therapy
(usual care), this continued alongside the study interventions.
Dose and content of routine therapy were recorded on a
treatment record (41) by the clinical team.

Standardisation of the three components of the two
interventions was facilitated by developing protocols,
co-produced with experienced therapists, using a
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FIGURE 1 | Overview of the study design. FAC, Functional Ambulation Category; mRMI, modified Rivermead Mobility Index; MTS, Mobilization and tactile stimulation;

NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; TI, Textured insole.
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modified nominal group technique (42), and the
Template for Intervention Description and Replication
(TIDieR) checklist (43). This was a “dynamic iterative
process, involving stakeholders, and reviewing published
research evidence, drawing on existing theories”
[(44) p. 1].

Research therapists (n = 4) received training in applying and
delivering all interventions. To assess fidelity to protocol, the
research therapists were observed by a senior member of the
project team (SMH) at various points during the study to ensure
they were working to protocol.

Mobilization and Tactile Stimulation for the
More Paretic Lower Limb
MTS+TSGT group participants received 30–60min of
standardised lower-limbMTS [based upon a dose-response study
of MTS for the upper limb (45)] (Figure 2) immediately prior to
TSGT. MTS consisted of physical therapy techniques from six
intervention categories: (1) passive and accessory movements
of joints, (2) massage and soft tissue stretch, (3) creating an
active foot in preparation for stance/balance, (4) specific sensory
input, (5) isolated/selective joint movement, and (6) patterns
of coordinated movement underlying functional activity. The
MTS schedule is a module rather than a single intervention,
with flexibility to provide individualised interventions to each
participant within the confines of themodule. Research therapists
selected and delivered appropriate combinations of techniques
to address specific clinical needs of participants, influenced by
multiple issues (46), thereby reflecting clinical reality. Selections
and combinations were based upon clinical decisions; it was
neither necessary nor appropriate to deliver all techniques in the
schedule to all participants. This allowed consideration of issues
such as foot hypersensitivity and tolerance of techniques.

Wearing a Textured Insole in the Shoe of
the Contralesional Lower Limb
For TI+TSGT group participants, one TI was placed in the shoe
worn on the contralesional foot, and one smooth insole in the
shoe worn on the ipsilesional foot. The TI was black, OG1549,
with small, pyramidal peaks, with centre-to-centre distances of
∼2.5mm Evalite Pyramid EVA, of 3-mm thickness, Shore value
A50 (Figure 3). The smooth insole consisted of medium density
EVA, 3-mm thickness, Shore value A50, black, OG1304. Both
insoles were made from material manufactured by Algeos UK
Ltd., Liverpool, UK1.

Insoles were participant-specific and cut to size to fit in
each individual shoe. The TI protocol is presented in Table 1.
In summary, participants were encouraged to wear the insoles
daily for as long as they chose, with advice to gradually increase
wearing duration during the 6-week intervention period. They
were provided with daily diary sheets to note wearing time (MTS
and TI daily diaries in Supplementary Material).

1Algeos UK Ltd (http://www.algeos.com/).

Task-Specific Gait Training
Thirty minutes of TSGT were delivered to all participants
in both groups, either immediately following MTS treatment
(MTS+TSGT group), or while participants wore the insoles
(TI+TSGT group), in accordance with the TSGT protocol
(Table 2). The specific content of each gait-training session was
documented using the comprehensive list of TSGT interventions
described (TSGT record in Supplementary Material).

Data Collection
Originally, we intended to undertake blood flow studies using a
portable ultrasound machine to explore whether changes occur
in response to MTS treatment. However, this proved not to be
feasible due to sonographer time constraints.

Participant Characteristics at Baseline
Data recorded at baseline were: participant demographics;
clinical characteristics, including theNational Institutes of Health
Stroke Scale (NIHSS) (51)2; self-report of walking distance; and
the Functional Ambulation Category (52).

Intervention Fidelity and Adherence to
Protocol
Delivery ofMTSwas recorded according to length of each session
(minutes). The number of sessions delivered was also recorded.
Adherence to protocol was accepted if participants received at
least 30min of MTS (and <60min) in each intervention session.
Understanding optimal treatment dose, as advocated by the
second Stroke Recovery and Rehabilitation Roundtable (53), is
important to inform future trials.

Participants recorded duration of wearing insoles each day in
their daily diary, and it was also reported in case report forms.
Delivery of TSGT was recorded according to length of each
session (minutes) and adherence calculated as the number of
sessions within 10% of the 30min specified in the protocol.

Lower-Limb Sensorimotor Impairment and
Functional Ability
Table 3 provides full details of measures of lower-limb
sensorimotor impairment and functional ability and time
points for their administration.

To meet objective 4 and enable selection of a primary
outcome measure and sample size calculation (objective 5),
a battery of outcome measures was chosen. In relation
to the International Classification of Functioning, Disability
and Health (ICF) (64), the interventions delivered aimed to
alter body structures and functions and activity; participation
was also explored through the focus groups. We considered
previously reported appropriateness of each outcome measure
for measuring sensorimotor impairment or lower-limb function
and balance, as well as attention to validity, reliability and
responsiveness to change (65, 66).

2http://www.nihstrokescale.org/
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FIGURE 2 | Treatment schedule for mobilization and tactile stimulation to the lower limb.
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FIGURE 3 | Smooth and textured insole (TI), with a close-up of the pyramidal peaks of the textured material.

Sensorimotor Impairment
Clinically relevant measures of sensorimotor impairment were
selected to explore sensory or motor changes based upon
potential mechanisms of effect, to enable effectiveness to be

explored in a future study. Wherever possible, procedures were
standardised, and staff were trained appropriately.

In view of the potential for TIs to augment somatosensation
and facilitate sensorimotor control whilst being worn, we
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TABLE 1 | Protocol for the textured insole group (based on the Template for Intervention Description and Replication, TIDieR checklist).

1 Name: Textured insole (TI) protocol for TI group

2 Rationale: The plantar (sole of the foot) mechanoreceptors are key, sending information to the CNS; plantar stimulation

has been shown to result in increased control of body sway (47). In view of the importance of cutaneous

information from the plantar surface of the foot to control balance (48), other potential mechanisms of

increasing plantar stimulation have been explored. TIs improve postural control in standing in healthy

participants (49), walking patterns for people with multiple sclerosis (25). However, the combination of

wearing TIs and task-specific gait training (TSGT) has not been evaluated to determine the benefits for

balance and walking recovery early after stroke. The use of TIs in the shoes of stroke survivors involves a

hands-off (therapist independent) approach, which may potentially be a more economical option for achieving

increased sensory stimulation to the foot and is, therefore, important to investigate.

3 Materials: Smooth and TIs will be patient specific and cut to size so they fit in the participant’s shoe. Both insoles are

manufactured by Algeos UK Ltd., Liverpool, UK. The smooth surface will be of medium density EVA, 3mm

thickness, Shore value A50, black, OG1304. The TI has small, pyramidal peaks with centre-to-centre

distances of ∼2.5mm Evalite Pyramid EVA, 3mm thickness, Shore value A50, black, OG1549.

4 Procedures: This group of participants will be encouraged to wear the TI on the contralesional side (and a smooth insole

the opposite side), as much as possible (to “augment” the sensorimotor system), during the 4–6-week

intervention period, except when the outcomes are being assessed. In addition to wearing the TIs

participants will also receive 20 sessions of TSGT (30min each session), during the intervention period. The

specific content of each treatment session will be documented; daily diaries will inform the research team of

the extent of wearing of the TIs. Outcome measures will be undertaken without the participant wearing TIs, so

it is the same conditions as the mobilization and tactile stimulation group, which is the other arm of the trial.

5 Provided by: Participant is responsible for wearing textured/smooth insoles. If help is needed to put TIs into shoes and put

on footwear (and no family support is available), a Research Therapist will assist, prior to TSGT.

6 Mode of delivery: Participant controlled—wearing the TIs for as much as possible during the 4–6-week intervention period. The

Research Therapist will help if required to put the TIs into shoes and put on footwear prior to TSGT if

required. The participant will, therefore, wear the TIs a minimum of 30min 4–5 times per week.

7 Location: The participants will be encouraged to wear the TIs and receive the TSGT in their own environment, whether

this is as an inpatient or their own home.

8 When and how much: Time wearing the insoles will vary. Some participants may just wear them during the TSGT and others may

wear them for long periods in the day. Participants will be encouraged to record the length of time insoles are

worn on the daily diaries.

9 Tailoring: The participant is in control of time wearing insoles, tailoring intervention to their comfort and needs.

10 Modifications: Any modifications to the TI protocol will be recorded.

11 Intervention adherence and fidelity: Planning: Intervention adherence and fidelity will be assessed. Strategies to improve fidelity and adherence

include: research therapist training, encouragement and motivation regarding wearing of TIs by the research

therapist delivering the TSGT and the keeping of daily diaries which will be collected weekly. A record of the

length of time wearing the insoles will be included as a prompt in the simple diaries and this information will

enable monitoring of adherence and fidelity. The information from the daily diaries will be analysed by the

Chief Investigator, with additional guidance from the research team.

12 Intervention adherence and fidelity: How well, actual: The analysis of the daily diary sheets will give an indication of adherence to the

intervention. The focus groups will enable further opportunity of assessing the adherence, fidelity and

acceptability of the intervention.

TI, Textured insole; TSGT, Task-specific gait training.

removed these from footwear before undertaking outcome
measure assessment to ensure parity of testing conditions for
both groups.

The Lower Extremity Motricity Index (LEMI), a valid and
reliable (56, 57) measure with no cost implications—with scores
ranging from 0 (no movement) to 33 (full strength) for each of
three joints tested in a limb, i.e., hip, knee and ankle; a final one
point is added so it can be scored out of 100 (57)—was used
according to a standardised protocol developed for the trial to
monitor strength of hip and knee flexors and ankle dorsiflexors.

We measured ankle range of movement during gait and
analysed ankle dorsiflexion and inversion during stance phase,
using an electrogoniometer3, costing £4,611, attached to the

3http://www.biometricsltd.com/gonio.htm

lateral border of the lower leg. The sensor was positioned
vertically in alignment with the lateral malleolus; the data log
acquisition unit was calibrated (zeroed) with the participant
standing in a neutral position (67). Maximum range of ankle
dorsiflexion and inversion movement was recorded during the
5-metre walk test (5MWT); range of knee motion was not
measured. Data were extracted from the Biometrics programme
and run through a Matlab programme to provide results in
degrees of movement. The participants were videoed during the
5MWT to give a visual representation of gait for interest; the
video was available for participants to view if they wished to.

Touch/pressure sensory thresholds in the feet relate to
activity outcomes (68) and Semmes Weinstein monofilaments
(SWMs), costing £240, were therefore selected as an outcome
measure for this study. SWMs are a reproducible method
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TABLE 2 | TSGT protocol based on the Template for Intervention Description and Replication (TIDieR) checklist.

1 Name: Task-specific gait training (TSGT) group.

2 Rationale: Walking is a priority for many stroke survivors, confirmed by studies undertaken to define a national

research agenda, which identified physical therapy to address balance and gait (walking)

post-stroke within the top 10 research priorities [James Lind Alliance, (9)]. There is strong evidence

that task-specific walking practice can be used to improve walking after stroke (50).

3 Materials: Based upon a review of the literature and a focus group with experienced clinicians a few pieces of

equipment will be required including theraband, football, chair, foam cushion, gym ball a stair or

step and a wobble board.

4 Procedures: 30min of TSGT will be supervised by the research therapist, with 20 sessions being delivered over a

4–6-week intervention period. The TSGT will be undertaken immediately after the mobilization and

tactile stimulation (MTS) for the MTS group. The TSGT will be undertaken whilst wearing a TI on the

contralesional side and a smooth insole on the other side, for the TI group

5 Provided by: The TSGT will be delivered by a research therapist (Band 6), with experience of working with stroke

patients. A log will be kept of which research therapist provides which treatment for each participant

and this information will be analysed on completion of the trial.

6 Mode of delivery: The research therapist will provide the TSGT in a 1:1 situation.

7 Location: The TSGT will take place in either an inpatient clinical setting within an NHS organisation or a

University research setting or the participant’s own home.

8 When and how much: All participants in both groups/arms of the trial will receive 20 sessions of 30min of TSGT within a

4–6-week period.

9 Tailoring: Although a standardised protocol will be followed for the TSGT the research therapist will choose

appropriate exercises and adapt them as required to suit the requirements of each individual

participant, due to differences in presentation following a stroke. This reflects how TSGT would

usually be implemented in conventional rehabilitation. Details of actual intervention delivered will be

recorded on the treatment schedule.

10 Modifications: Any modifications to the TSGT protocol will be monitored and reported appropriately.

11 Intervention adherence and fidelity- planned: Intervention adherence and fidelity will be analysed. Strategies to improve fidelity and adherence

include 1:1 intervention plus encouragement and motivation strategies by the research therapist

during the TSGT, as in usual therapy rehabilitation. A log will be kept detailing, for each participant,

which research therapist has delivered the TSGT.

12 Intervention adherence and fidelity—how well (actual): The case report files completed by the research therapists will give an indication of adherence to the

intervention. The focus groups will enable further opportunity of assessing the adherence, fidelity,

and acceptability of the intervention.

MTS, Mobilization and tactile stimulation; TSGT, Task-specific gait training.

of assessing somatosensation (55). Touch/pressure sensory
threshold was established by identifying the minimum force
required to accurately identify touch/pressure threshold and was
measured using SWMs at four anatomical points located on
the plantar surface of the foot: mid-heel; pad of the hallux;
1st metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint; and 5th MTP joint (56).
We developed a bespoke protocol informed by the literature to
reduce potential testing fatigue and this was used successfully
following training of assessors (Supplementary Material).

Pressure under the feet was measured during stance phase
of walking using the TEKSCANTM (F-ScanTM) system, costing
∼£14,000, which involved inserting thin insoles (containing 960
separate pressure-sensing cells arranged in rows and columns)
into participants’ shoes. Following calibration, force-time integral
and centre of force velocity (COFV) were measured (59).
Symmetry of gait was not a focus of this pilot study.

Functional Ability
We selected clinically relevant measures of lower-limb functional
ability to explore changes in function, specifically balance and
walking, which had potential to enable effectiveness to be
explored in a future study.

The Functional Ambulation Category (FAC), which had no
cost implications, measured walking ability (scored from 0,
non-functional ambulator to 5, ambulator, independent) (52);
the research assessor selected the appropriate category after
observing the participant walk. The 5MWT, which also had no
cost implications, measured walking speed (58). However, the
environment for undertaking assessment and standardisation of
the measure should be considered. Suzuki et al. (69) advocated a
3-metre (m) lead-up (thus a total of 8m), and Salbach et al. (58)
advised 2m to allow acceleration, and a further 2m at the end
for deceleration (thus a total of 9m). This straight distance is not
usually available in participants’ homes; a modified 5MWT was,
therefore, conducted.

Functional mobility (bed mobility, transfers, sitting and
standing balance, walking and stairs) was assessed using the
modified Rivermead Mobility Index (mRMI), which again had
no cost implications (61). A maximum score of 40 is possible
for the mRMI. Owing to lack of access for stair assessments
in some homes, to maintain parity across participants, we
omitted the stairs section when calculating the mRMI (maximum
score 35). The full validated mRMI measure was, therefore,
not used.
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TABLE 3 | Summary of outcomes for the MoTaStim-Foot pilot study.

Outcome Measurement tool Frequency of

measurement

Additional information

Sensorimotor

impairment

Ankle range of motion—

dorsiflexion/plantarflexion

and inversion/eversion

Electrogoniometer attached

to lower leg (lateral border)

contralesional side

Baseline

Post-intervention

1-month follow-up

Provides ratio-level data (cm)

Intra-rater reliability r = 0.979 (54).

Touch/pressure sensory

threshold of plantar

skin—under heel, hallux, 1st

metatarsal phalangeal (MTP)

joint and 5th MTP joint

Semmes Weinstein

monofilaments (SWMs),

using a bespoke algorithm

(protocol in

Supplementary Material)

Baseline

After 5, 10, and 15

treatments,

Post-intervention

1-month follow-up

Provides ordinal data; filaments are numbered

1–20. One represents the largest force (300 g,

6.65) and 20 the smallest force (0.008 g, 1.65).

Intra-rater reliability has been reported to be an

r value of >0.9 when a specific protocol was

followed (55).

Motor impairment (strength)

of hip flexors, knee

extensors and ankle

dorsiflexors

Lower Extremity Motricity

Index (LEMI)

Baseline

After 5, 10, and 15

treatments,

Post-intervention

1-month follow-up

Provides interval level data. For individual

actions (ankle dorsiflexion, knee extension and

hip flexion) and all actions combined, Pearson

correlations—good to excellent (r =

0.78–0.91), significant (p < 0.001) (56).

Excellent test-retest intra-rater reliability of the

Lower Extremity Motricity Index (LEMI) as a

measure of strength (ICC = 0.93) (57).

Lower-limb

function and

balance

Walking ability Functional Ambulation

Category (FAC)

Baseline

Post-intervention

1-month follow-up

Provides categorical/nominal data. Valid and

responsive, with excellent intra-rater reliability

(Cohen k = 0.950) and inter-rater reliability (k =

0.905) in stroke survivors (52).

Walking speed Modified 5-metre walk test

(5MWT) (videoed)

Baseline

Post-intervention

1-month follow-up

Provides ratio-level data (seconds). 5MWT was

shown to have a standardised response mean

(95%CI) of 1.22 (0.93, 1.50) at a comfortable

pace and 1.00 (0.68, 1.30) at a maximum

walking pace (58)

Pressure under the feet

during stance phase of

walking

TEKSCANTM (F-ScanTM)

pressure insoles to record

force-time integral (FTI) and

centre of force velocity

(COFV) in an AP direction

Baseline

Post-intervention

1-month follow-up

Provides ratio-level data force time integral (FTI)

(N/sec) and (COFV) (cm/sec). Foot Scan

pressure insole systems have been found

generally to provide reliable force and pressure

data (ICC > 0.75) (59). Pressure insoles (the

Parotec System) have shown a very strong

degree of association with an Advanced

Mechanical Technology Inc. (AMTI) force plate

when measuring COP in an AP direction with

Pearson’s correlation coefficients—greater than

0.90 for 67/67 trials (100%) (60).

Functional mobility Modified Rivermead Mobility

Index (mRMI)

Baseline

Post-intervention

1-month follow-up

Provides ordinal level data. Inter-rater reliability

excellent = 0.98 (p<0.001) (61). The minimal

clinically relevant difference is 4.5 points.

Participants’ perceptions of

the acceptability of the

interventions and outcome

measures

Daily diaries and focus

groups

Information recorded daily

throughout the intervention

period. Attendance at a

focus group on completion

of all the interventions and

measures

Focus groups were used to provide an insight

into the participants’ trial experiences (62).

Topic guides were used. A patient and public

involvement and engagement (PPIE) advisor

assisted with note-taking and summarising the

information discussed at the end of each focus

group. Braun and Clarke’s (63) six-stage

process for thematic analysis was broadly

followed.

5MWT, Five metre walk test; AP, Anterior-posterior; Cm, Centimetres; COFV, Centre of force velocity; COP, Centre of pressure; FAC, Functional Ambulation Category; FTI, Force time

integral; ICC, Intraclass correlation co-efficient; LEMI, Lower Extremity Motricity Index; N/sec, Newtons per second; SWMs, Semmes Weinstein monofilaments.

Observer Blinding
At 1-month follow-up, the blinded assessor was asked to
indicate to which group she thought the participant had been
allocated (reported as a percentage of correctly guessed group
allocations); this allowed us to assess the success of observer-
blinding procedures.

Daily Diaries
Throughout the intervention period, participants were asked
to keep a daily diary to help them to “focus their thoughts”
[(70), p. 993] and record any changing perception of their
lower limb (sensation, movement, or function), and their
experiences of interventions and outcomes. These qualitative
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TABLE 4 | Participant characteristics and demographics at baseline.

MTS (n = 19) Textured Insole (n = 15) All (n = 34)

Age (years) Mean (SD) 73.8 (14.1) 72.4 (9.8) 73.2 (12.2)

Sex Male; n (%) 9 (47.4) 9 (60.0) 18 (52.9)

Female; n (%) 10 (52.6) 6 (40.0) 16 (47.1)

Type of stroke Ischemic; n (%) 17 (89.5) 12 (80.0) 29 (85.3)

Haemorrhagic; n (%) 2 (10.5) 3 (20.0) 5 (14.7)

Side of brain lesion Left (%) 11 (57.9) 9 (60.0) 20 (58.8)

Right (%) 8 (42.1) 6 (40.0) 14 (41.2)

Days after stroke Mean (SD) 59.5 (18.1) 53.9 (12.4) 57.0

Range 43–106 43–95 43–106

Walking prior to stroke % able to walk >1mile prior to stroke 68.4 73.3 70.6

NIHSS Median (IQR) 6.00 (4.00, 7.25) 5.00 (4.00, 7.00) 5.00 (4.00, 7.00)

Range 1–11 3–16 1–16

FAC Median (IQR) 4 (2, 5) 3 (1, 4) 3 (2, 4.25)

Range 1–4 1–4 1–4

FAC, Functional Ambulation Category; MTS, Mobilization and tactile stimulation; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; TI, Textured insole.

data aimed to gain an understanding of acceptability of
the interventions and outcome measures (objectives 3
and 4).

Focus Groups
After follow-up data had been collected, all participants were
invited to attend one of two focus groups, according to group
allocation (two focus groups for each intervention group),
exploring their study experiences (62) and the acceptability
of the intervention and outcome measures (objectives 3 and
4). A focus group topic guide, developed by the research
team and patient and public involvement and engagement
(PPIE) advisors, included topics relating to: participation in
the study; acceptability of interventions and outcome measures;
and perceived changes in lower-limb functions of standing,
balancing, and walking following intervention. The topic guide
was influenced by an understanding of changes that may occur
when somatosensory stimulation is delivered. Open questions
facilitated greater understanding of participants’ experiences,
enabling them to take a lead in sharing information (71). Separate
topic guides were developed for each group.

MTS+TSGT group (Supplementary Material);
TI+TSGT group (Supplementary Material).
Following consent, focus groups were audio-taped, and

moderated by one researcher (AMA). A PPIE advisor, trained to
undertake the role, took field notes. At the end of the discussion,
the moderator summarised the key issues, with assistance from
the PPIE advisor, and sought validation from participants (62).
Debrief meetings with PPIE volunteers and members of the
research team immediately after each focus group enabled
discussion of the main topic areas, identification of preliminary
themes, and topics (71) that needed further exploration in
the second focus group for that group. Debriefing also
involved evaluation of the moderator’s role and consideration of
researcher reflexivity (71). Consideration and bracketing of the
lead researcher’s assumptions (from extensive clinical experience

prior to undertaking the focus groups) continued throughout
data collection and analysis phases (72). Debriefing meetings
offered the opportunity for psychological support for PPIE
volunteers in case of unpredictable emotional response (73) to
issues raised during the focus group.

Adverse Events and Reactions
Adverse reactions of pain and fatigue were monitored, informing
about acceptability and appropriateness of interventions for
stroke survivors in future studies (objective 6). Overly intensive
TSGT has potential to elicit pain or fatigue in the contralesional
lower limb post-stroke. Therefore, pain and fatigue were
monitored and documented on the case report forms throughout
the study, using verbal report for pain and decrease in LEMI score
for fatigue.

Analysis
As this was a pilot study, no between-group analysis or formal
hypothesis testing were undertaken (74, 75).

Objectives 1 and 2
We calculated recruitment and attrition rates from the number
of patients invited to participate, the number and proportion of
those consenting to participate, the number and proportion of
eligible participants recruited, and the number and proportion of
those lost to follow-up at 1-month, which was the longest feasible
follow-up time for the study.

Objective 3
We assessed adherence to intervention protocols (MTS, wearing
TIs, and TSGT). The mean amount of TSGT delivered per group
was calculated, as well as mean duration of MTS and time
wearing TIs. Adherence was confirmed if the interventions had
been delivered to protocol.
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Objective 4
Participant acceptability, including comfort and ease of use,
of each outcome measure was assessed using data from daily
diaries and focus groups. We assessed effective delivery and
appropriateness of primary and secondary outcome measures
in terms of feasibility of administering, ability to standardise
procedures, clinical relevance, cost, psychometric properties
and level of measurement, presence of floor/ceiling effects,
responsiveness to change, as well as the number and proportion
of participants completing the outcomemeasures and variance of
scores of the measures (65).

Feasibility and acceptability of delivering interventions and
outcome measures were informed by calculating frequency of
pain, fatigue, and adverse events, and from participant feedback
(daily diaries and focus groups). The target was that outcome
measures would be completed for all participants at all three
time points and be acceptable to the participants. The results
from both quantitative and qualitative data were analysed and
synthesised to inform final decisions.

We undertook content analysis (76) of daily diary data and
thematic analysis for both focus group and daily diary data, using
Braun and Clarke’s (63) six-stage process, to explore acceptability
of interventions (MTS, TIs, and TSGT) and outcome measures
(objectives 3 and 4). Once initial coding had taken place,
data management was facilitated using NVivo qualitative data
analysis (Software QSR International Pty Ltd. Version 11, 2016).
Organisation and familiarisation of data and codes was also
enhanced by using the one-sheet-of-paper method (77).

One researcher (AMA) coded the transcribed data and
subsequently discussed codes, themes and sub-themes with two
other members of the research team (SMH and SR), who had
also coded transcripts independently, identifying provisional
themes for discussion. These provisional themes were shared
and discussed amongst the research team and an independent
PPIE representative (who had read all focus group transcripts),
enabling maturation of themes. Any differences of opinions were
discussed. The research team collectively looked for conceptual
relationships within and across the focus groups. Final themes
were identified from both the daily diaries and focus groups. We
kept an audit trail of how themes were developed and matured.

The number and proportion of participants completing all
outcome measures were calculated; floor and ceiling effects were
also explored from the data.

Objective 5
Variance of outcome measure scores was calculated, providing
information for a sample size calculation for a future main trial.

Objective 6
Adverse events and reactions were recorded.

Summarising the Results of the Study
A traffic light system (78, 79) indicating what aspects of the study
should be taken forward and any that need modification was
developed. Aspects that should not be retained were graded red,
those that could be retained but with some changes, amber and
those that could be retained without any changes green.

Study and Data Management
A Study Management Group monitored the study for adherence
to protocol and timelines. Quality assurance was supported by
the Norwich Clinical Trials Unit. We collected and stored all
data securely in accordance with the General Data Protection
Regulation 2018 (80).

RESULTS

Participant Characteristics
A total of 34 participants were recruited to the trial. Participant
characteristics are presented in Table 4. No differences were
discernible between the MTS+TSGT and TI+TSGT groups
at baseline.

Recruitment Rate, Flow Through Study,
and Attrition Rate (Objectives 1 and 2)
Over the 18-month recruitment period, we assessed 70 stroke
survivors for eligibility. Of these, 34 (48.57%, 95% CI 37.2%,
60.0%) were recruited into the study and randomized to one of
the two interventions: 19 participants to receiveMTS+TSGT and
15 to receive TI+TSGT (Figure 4).

Attrition rate was 5.88% (95% CI 1.6%, 19.1%) at both
outcome and follow-up timepoints. Two participants were
withdrawn from the TI+TSGT group: one received a botulinum
toxin injection to the contralesional lower limb prior to
completing the first treatment session, and another developed
a lesion (unrelated to the trial) on the ipsilesional foot.
Consequently, 32 participants completed outcome and follow-
up measures.

Interventions Adherence Rates and
Acceptability (Objective 3)
All participants, apart from two withdrawn from the TI+TSGT
group, received all 20 sessions. All research therapists were
observed to be delivering the interventions to protocol.

The dose of each intervention and usual care delivered,
including actual dose achieved and adherence rate for
interventions, and the amount of routine therapy (usual
care) delivered can be seen in Table 5. The mean (SD) number of
minutes of routine therapy delivered per participant was similar
for both groups [MTS+TSGT group, 44.44 (12.48); TI+TSGT
group, 43.28 (14.61)].

Adherence and Fidelity
Prescribed dose, actual dose delivered (fidelity), and adherence
rates to protocol for delivery of MTS, TI, and TSGT are explicit
in Table 5. Adherence rate for all the interventions was good,
ranging from 94.74% (MTS) to 100% (TIs).

The lowest value of time for wearing the TIs was 0.5 h; this
occurred because one participant was unable to “don and doff”
the TIs independently, and required assistance from the research
therapist prior to TSGT.

Topic areas and themes identified from the daily diaries are
summarised in Table 6, and the content analysis in Table 7. Data
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FIGURE 4 | CONSORT diagram for the MoTaStim-Foot feasibility study.

extracted from daily diaries indicated participant acceptability
of interventions.

Four focus groups were held, two for the MTS+TSGT
group (focus group 1 n = 5; focus group 3 n = 8)
and two for the TI+TSGT group (focus group 2 n
= 5; focus group 4 n = 2). Of the 32 participants
completing the study, 20 (62.50%) attended one of the

focus groups: 13 of 19 participants (68.42%) in the
MTS+TSGT group, and 7 of 13 participants (53.85%) in
the TI+TSGT group.

We specified three main themes a priori: (1) acceptability of
interventions; (2) acceptability of outcome measures; and (3)
overall study experience (see Table 8). We derived sub-themes
from the data.
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TABLE 5 | Dose of each intervention and usual care delivered, including actual dose achieved (fidelity) and adherence rate for interventions.

MTS+TSGT TI+TSGT USUAL CARE

Number (and range) of sessions All participants (n = 19)

received 20 sessions of

both MTS and TSGT

13 participants received all

20 sessions; one participant

received two TSGT sessions

(2–20)

MTS+TSGT: 181 (0–22)

TI+TSGT: 195 (0–43)

Mean (SD) number of sessions per participant 20.00 (0.00) 18.62 (4.99) MTS+TSGT: 9.53 (5.62)

TI+TSGT: 15.00 (11.99)

Prescribed dose (minutes) MTS: 30–60

TSGT: 30

TIs: >30

TSGT: 30

N/A

Actual dose delivered (fidelity) [mean (SD); range in minutes] MTS: 31.15 (3.47); 22–54

TSGT: 29.03 (2.58);

18.75–30.20

TIs: 462 (48); 30–720

TSGT: 30.21 (0.92);

29.25–32.65

MTS+TSGT: 44.44 (12.48) [Lower

limb focused 37.71 (21.31); upper

limb focused 19.85 (22.62)]

TI+TSGT: 43.28 (14.61) [lower limb

focused 44.86 (15.65); upper limb

focused 16.98 (22.39)]

Adherence rate* MTS: 94.74%

TSGT: 94.74% (18 of

19 participants)

TIs: 100%

TSGT: 100% (all

13 participants)

N/A

Measured as percentage of intervention delivered to protocol i.e., 30–60min of MTS; >30min of wearing TI.

*TSGT—within 10% of the specified 30min; N/A, not applicable.

MTS, Mobilization and tactile stimulation; SD, Standard deviation; TI, Textured insoles; TSGT, Task-specific gait training.

Theme 1: Acceptability of Interventions
Three sub-themes were identified: (dis)comfort of the
somatosensory stimulation interventions (MTS and TIs);
the challenges of TSGT; and confidence building.

Sub-theme: Comfort/Discomfort of Somatosensory

Stimulation

MTS

Content analysis of daily diaries indicated that three participants
found aspects ofMTS to be uncomfortable or painful, particularly
when the massage was deeper, using the thumb, to mobilize tight
soft tissues. However, this discomfort was generally described as
transient, lasting only a few seconds, and only experienced early
in the course of interventions. One participant reported, in the
diary, discomfort lasting for a longer period of time, and one
other participant noted discomfort that ceased after three or four
treatments. Two other participants reported no pain from MTS
at all; one participant reported it to be enjoyable.

Textured Insoles

Participants found the TIs comfortable to wear, and easy to
transfer from shoe to shoe. The textured appearance of the
insole caused an initial impression of it being potentially
uncomfortable for one participant, although discomfort was not
actually experienced when it was worn. Participants generally
liked wearing the insoles, and wore them regularly throughout
the day, some even wearing them all day. Surprisingly, some
participants preferred the sensation of the TI in the contralesional
shoe to that of the plain insole in the ipsilesional shoe.

Sub-theme: Challenges of Task Specific Gait Training
Whilst TSGT was not reported as being uncomfortable, it
was perceived to be challenging, and was described by five
participants (from three focus groups) as being hard work. It

was also perceived as being tiring, requiring rest or recovery
time afterwards, with the fatigue even manifesting itself the
following day. TSGT was considered by one participant to be
confusing, and two participants described the challenge of TSGT
as frightening.

Despite the discomfort and challenges, all three interventions
were considered acceptable by participants.

Sub-theme: Confidence Building
Interventions in this study were delivered by skilled therapists,
and their ability to demonstrate expertise and knowledge was
important to participants in terms of building confidence. The
presence of an experienced health professional appeared to
provide a level of reassurance that waned once the intervention
was withdrawn and could not be replicated by the presence of
a partner. The experienced therapist provided motivation and
instilled a sense of confidence and belief in the ability to walk.
This increased confidence and the perceived improvement in
mobility was considered by participants to be directly attributable
to the intervention, confirming its acceptability. Improvements
in balance and lower-limb control were perceived by participants
to contribute to this increased confidence and reduced fear of
falling and perceived risk of falls.

Theme 2: Acceptability of Outcome
Measures (Objective 4)
Although sometimes challenging, outcome measures were
accepted by participants as being an integral component of the
study. Overall, the selected outcome measures seemed to have a
motivating effect, perhaps making themmore acceptable, despite
the time required to complete them. Two sub-themes were
identified: usefulness of feedback, and safety.
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TABLE 6 | Topics and themes identified from the daily diaries.

MTS group TI group

Topic Themes Themes

MTS treatment/wearing TIs Uncomfortable/intense

Increased flexibility

Better function

Benefits

Comfortable

Discomfort:

-Tightness in shoe

-Smooth insole

Difficult: Hot weather/swelling

Forgot to wear them

Awareness of insoles

Changes in feeling in foot/lower limb Temperature

Sensitivity

Able to feel foot more

Sense of belonging/increased awareness

Stability

Better movement

Foot feels freer

Increased feeling

Foot feels ticklish

Increased awareness of foot

Pain

Swelling

Temperature

General/comments related to lower limb Valued treatment

Progress

Activities of daily living (ADL)

Increased confidence

Control

Stability

TSGT Uncomfortable

Tiring

Challenging

Scary

Enjoyable

Improved balance

Improved mobility

Ability to walk unaided

Uncomfortable

1st class physio

Helpful

Enjoyable

Balance work/cushion hard

Increased confidence

Tiring

Hard work

Challenging

Improved movement and balance

Sense of achievement Increased confidence

Increased strength

Independence with personal care

Ability to walk again

Ability to run again

Improved balance

Returning to normal daily activities:

- Car transfers

- Kitchen skills

- Stairs

- Outdoor mobility

Greater independence

Better walking

Increased movement and flexibility

Improved balance

Returning to normal daily activities:

- Outdoor mobility

- Steps

- Car transfers

Outcome measures Tiring

MTS, Mobilization and tactile stimulation; TI, Textured insoles; TSGT, Task-specific gait training.

Sub-theme: Usefulness of Feedback on Progress
Visual feedback from outcome measures was welcomed by
participants, who found it reassuring to see the progress made
throughout the study. Video recordings of gait during the
modified 5MWT at the start and end of the study were
particularly meaningful for one participant to illustrate the
quality of his recovering movement and function. On-screen
pixelated pressure insole data were of great interest and provided
participants with novel insights into weight distribution through
each foot in standing.

Sub-theme: Safety
The wired TekscanTM pressure insole set up was a potential safety
hazard that had to be managed carefully, particularly during the
5MWT in confined space within the home, to avoid trips over
the wires.

Theme 3: Overall Study Experience
(Objectives 3 and 4)
Participants’ experiences of the study overall were captured in
two sub-themes: intensive therapy at home and ending the study.

Sub-theme: Intensive Therapy at Home
Many participants received the interventions in their own home.
This was preferable to attending out-patient venues, as they felt
more in control and more confident in their own home. It was
easier for participants to have the therapist travelling to their
house. One participant said she would not have completed the full
course of intervention had she been required to travel to receive
it, whereas others would have been happy to travel. Regardless,
the intensity of mostly daily treatment, often delivered alongside
routine NHS therapy, was challenging for some participants.
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TABLE 7 | Content analysis of daily diaries—number of participants for each aspect ticked.

Aspects ticked in MTS group (n = 19) Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Unable to feel as much (in the foot) 1 2 2 1 0 0

Can feel more (in the foot) 15 16 13 11 14 3

MTS was uncomfortable 8 (42.11%) 7 (36.84%) 6 (31.58%) 6 (31.58%) 3 (15.79%) 4 (21.05%)

Discomfort lasted long time 0 0 0 1 1 1

Discomfort did not last long 6 6 6 6 2 4

MTS was not uncomfortable 15 (78.95%) 18 (94.74%) 17 (89.47%) 15 (78.95%) 16 (84.21%) 8 (88.89%)

TSGT was uncomfortable 3 (15.79%) 5 (26.32%) 3 (15.79%) 3 (15.79%) 2 (11.11%) 2 (13.33%)

TSGT was not uncomfortable 18 (94.74%) 17 (89.47%) 18 (94.74%) 19 (100%) 19 (100%) 9 (60%)

Outcome measurements were uncomfortable 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Outcome measurements were not uncomfortable 0 6 10 7 3 0

Aspects ticked in TI group (n = 14; n = 13 weeks 2–6) Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Unable to feel as much (in the foot) 1 1 0 0 1 0

Can feel more (in the foot) 7 6 6 6 3 4

Not worn the TIs 1 3 1 2 1 1

Worn TIs <1 h 5 3 2 1 2 1

Worn TIs 2–4 h 3 6 2 3 3 1

Worn TIs more than 5 h 8 11 11 11 12 8

Actual time worn (mean in hours) 6.01 8.05 8.02 7.86 7.72 8.55

TIs uncomfortable 1 (7.14%) 1 (7.69%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

TIs not uncomfortable 13 (92.86%) 12 (92.31%) 12 (92.31%) 12 (92.31%) 13 (100%) 9 (100%)

TSGT was uncomfortable 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (7.69%) 1 (7.69%) 1 (11.11%)

TSGT was not uncomfortable 13 (92.86%) 12 (92.31%) 12 (92.31%) 10 (76.92%) 10 (76.92%) 7 (77.78%)

Outcome measurements were uncomfortable 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (7.69%) 1 (7.69%) 0 (0%)

Outcome measurements were not uncomfortable 3 3 5 2 4 2

NB: Just the results of the first 6 weeks are presented because this is when the majority of the participants completed the interventions.

MTS group: one participant completed the interventions within 4 weeks, nine in 5 weeks, 15 in 6 weeks, 18 in 7 weeks, and one took 9 weeks.

TI group: One participant withdrew after 1 week; four participants completed the interventions in 5 weeks, 12 in 6 weeks and all by 7 weeks.

MTS, Mobilization and tactile stimulation; TI, Textured insoles; TSGT, Task-specific gait training.

Sub-theme: Ending the Study
By the time the study finished, many participants had developed
sufficient movement and ability to undertake functional activities
unaided or with their families, and several participants
were demonstrating self-management skills. Nevertheless, some
participants felt disappointed and let down, when their
participation in the study ended, even describing a sense
of loss. There was a perception of having made good
progress during the study, but a sadness that the intervention
had ceased.

Acceptability and Feasibility of Outcome
Measures (Objective 4)
Outcome measures results indicate a decrease in modified
5MWT time from baseline to end of intervention and
improvements in the FAC, LEMI, and mRMI scores for both
groups, which were maintained at the 1-month follow-up
(Table 9).

A potential ceiling effect was noted for the mRMI results, with
34.21% of theMTS+TSGT group at both end of intervention and
1-month follow-up, and 7.69% of the TI+TSGT group at end of

intervention and 26.92% at 1-month follow-up reaching the full
35-point threshold.

During goniometer measurements, which required
participants to wear shoes, there was potential for movement
of the electrogoniometer within the shoe, affecting reliability of
the measurement.

Research assessors reported that measuring touch/pressure
sensory thresholds at four sites using the SWMs was very
time-consuming. They also reported that setting up, calibrating
and recording pressure insole measurements in multiple
locations (each participant’s home) was both challenging
and time-consuming.

In the MTS group no participants stated the outcome
measures were uncomfortable, and in the TI+TSGT group
only one participant reported that the outcome measures
were uncomfortable.

Success of Blinding
The blinded assessor guessed accurately the group allocation of
just three of the 32 participants completing the study: 9.38% (95%
CI 3.2%, 24.2%).
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TABLE 8 | Final focus group themes summarised, with illustrative quotations.

Theme Sub-theme Quotations

Acceptability of the

interventions

Comfort/discomfort of

somatosensory stimulation

interventions

MTS group: “Some parts of it were painful... sticking your thumb in” (Edward, FG3)

“Painful for the first couple of sessions, after that it was okay” (Evelyn, FG3)

TI group: “I felt surprised actually because when I first saw them I thought “oh dear

these are going to be prickly”, and they weren’t” (Olivia, FG 4)

“The textured one on the left foot, when you got used to it, it’s more comfortable than

the plain one” (Brian, FG 2)

“Once they was in the shoes they stopped there till I went to bed” (Isaac, FG 2)

“I transferred it from different shoes that I was wearing, I even put it in my slippers”

(Nadine, FG 2)

Challenges of TSGT Tiring: “I did need to rest afterwards” (Nancy, FG 3)

“I used to feel tired the next day” (Phoebe, FG 3)

Confidence building MTS group: “My wife isn’t the same as you standing there. You do give me

confidence...as soon as you dropped off, my confidence dropped” (Harry, FG 1)

“…gave me the confidence to go out, back out, and to walk with a stick” (Jackie, FG

3)

“…gave me confidence; you said to me one…one day “you’re going to walk now

without your stick”…I went from the kitchen into the living room, and I was REALLY

surprised at that!” (Harry, FG 1)

“Well, if it weren’t for that treatment I wouldn’t be walking now…My wife thinks the

same... if it wasn’t for you…I wouldn’t be walking now, I should be static” (Harry, FG 1)

“Where I would have gone down…now I find my balance a lot easier.” (Phoebe, FG 3)

TI group: “Having someone who knows what they’re talking about, that helps…with

confidence” (Olivia, FG 4)

“It’s helped me to achieve my goal and more, um, because I’m now trying things that I

wouldn’t have tried before...yes, it has absolutely without a doubt. I am even walking,

walking on my own now without a walking stick” (Nadine, FG 2)

“Knowing that I’d got control of my kneemeant there was no fear of falling, and I haven’t

fallen” (Henry, FG 2)

“Well, life after the trial has been good, because I’m able to get up and move about a

bit on my own, transfers…so I’m not a burden on somebody else” (Henry, FG 2)

Acceptability of the

outcome measures

Usefulness of feedback MTS group: “You showed me the clip of me walking three months ago and I couldn’t

believe it was me… it had changed dramatically how you’re moving; well, one was just

moving just through the room and, er it was quite remarkable to see the, the knee and

this walking” (Trevor, FG 1)

TI group: “I thought to myself this is measuring the outcome of the progress that I

have made and I was quite happy with that” (Nadine, FG 2)

“You know the pressure sensors that you put in the, er, in the shoes…and then on the

computer screen showing equal pressure on both feet I thought that was amazing”

(Henry, FG 2)

Safety “You’ve got to beware haven’t you, of tripping?” (Edgar, FG 4)

Overall study experience Intensive therapy at home MTS Group: “It was ideal. I felt more confident in my own surroundings… it gave you

the confidence to do that bit more because you were secure in your surroundings”

(Michelle, FG 3)

“Without you coming to the house, I don’t think I would have completed the course

because I would think ‘oh, it’s too much trouble to go and get ready and go out”’

(Jackie, FG 3)

“I would still have gone [to the hospital] …but it’s convenient you coming at home”

(Dennis, FG 3)

“I felt it was a bit …stressful, a bit ‘oh no, she’s coming again’… for it to be every day

it seemed too much” (Trevor, FG 1)

TI Group: “I felt comfortable because it was in my own house and felt as though I’d

got more control over it as well” (Nadine, FG 2)

“Many people are interfering with your life” (Frank, FG 1)

Ending the study MTS Group: “When it all finished I felt like, bloody hell, what am I going to do now?”

(Dennis, FG 3)

“It feels a whole lot better but I’m gutted you’ve left” (Evelyn, FG 3)

“I felt sorry it had finished because I felt it was doing me good” (Jackie, FG 3)

TI Group: “After the trial finished…I experienced a sense of loss” (Nadine, FG 2)

FG, Focus group; MTS, Mobilization and tactile stimulation; TIs, Textured insoles.
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TABLE 9 | Values for each outcome measure at baseline, end of intervention and 1 month follow-up.

Outcome measure Cost Group Baseline End of intervention 1-month follow-up

Modified 5MWT [seconds] None MTS Group 23.80; 26.82 (15.10)# 13.43; 16.86 (11.24) 11.41; 16.10 (13.82)

Median; mean (SD) TI Group 27.65; 35.41 (22.19)* 14.51; 21.56 (13.57)* 14.79; 21.28 (12.55)*

FAC [Scored from 0 to 5] None MTS Group 3; 2.37 (1.42) 4; 3.74 (0.87) 4; 4.26 (0.73)

Median; mean (SD) TI Group 2; 2.00 (1.51) 4; 3.92 (0.86)* 4; 4.15 (0.69)*

LEMI [Scored from 0 to 100] None MTS Group 76; 72.74 (20.99) 86; 83.95 (14.89) 92; 87.26 (16.31)

Median; mean (SD) TI Group 76; 60.50 (28.79)# 84; 75.85 (25.98)* 84; 76.01 (23.93)*

Ankle ROM [degrees] Electro-goniometer MTS group maximum dorsiflexion 9.9; 10.37 (6.01)* 9.85; 11.83 (9.02)# 8.5; 9.51 (6.27)#

Median; mean (SD) £4,611 TI group maximum dorsiflexion 9.45; 10.05 (5.10)† 10.10; 9.67 (3.47)† 5.80; 7.57 (3.77)††

MTS group maximum inversion 8.30; 8.48 (3.96)† 6.15; 7.78 (4.74)# 8.20; 8.26 (4.45)#

TI group maximum inversion 7.0; 7.44 (4.36)† 7.70; 9.01 (3.63)† 6.10; 7.33 (5.12)†

Sensory threshold testing Semmes MTS Group Heel 6; 8.00 (4.14)# 10.5; 10.17 (5.22)# 10.5; 8.79 (4.45)

(contralesional) Weinstein Hallux 10.5; 10.56 (5.06)# 10.5; 12.44 (3.99)# 11; 10.47 (4.64)

Median; mean (SD) monofilaments 1st MTP 11; 11.17 (3.55)# 12.5; 11.89 (4.75)# 11.5; 11.84 (4.31)

[Scored 1–20] £240 5th MTP 10; 10.32 (4.45) 14.5; 13.39 (4.13)# 13; 12.47 (3.95)

TI Group Heel 4; 5.23 (3.24)* 4; 7.45 (4.63)†† 4; 6.42 (4.44)†

Hallux 5; 7.25 (4.22)† 12; 11.45 (4.39)†† 9; 9.50 (4.66)†

1st MTP 6; 7.55 (2.94)†† 10; 10.64 (5.84)†† 10; 9.50 (6.24)†

5th MTP 7; 7.55 (2.84)†† 11; 9.42 (5.73)† 11; 9.83 (5.17)†

Force time integral

Median; mean

Pressure insoles

£14,000

MTS Group 739.69; 724.43

(317.75)

500.57; 629.07

(280.51)

554.74; 607.34

(284.02)#

(SD) [Newtons/sec] TI Group 635.24; 702.09

(280.84)#
636.27; 749.95

(392.18)*
707.20; 662.33

(239.32)*

Centre of force (AP) velocity MTS Group 3.60; 4.29 (3.69) 4.70; 5.35 (3.79) 5.60; 5.71 (4.89)#

Median; mean (SD) [cm/sec] TI Group 1.90; 3.30 (3.56)# 3.40; 4.05 (3.33)* 1.80; 3.84 (3.89)*

mRMI [Scored from 0 to 40] MTS group to ipsilesional side 33; 30.29 (4.83)* 34; 33.53 (2.21)* 34; 34.22 (0.81)#

Median; mean (SD) TI group to ipsilesional side 23.5; 24.75 (7.62)† 34; 32.50 (3.21)††† 34; 33.08 (2.15)†

MTS group to contralesional side 33; 29.53 (5.82)* 34; 33.47 (3.30)* 34; 34.00 (1.11)#

TI group to contralesional side 24.5; 25.25 (7.34)† 34; 32.20 (3.58)††† 34; 32.75 (2.38)†

#One missing value, *Two missing values, †Three missing values, ††Four missing values, †††Five missing values.

AP, Anterior-posterior; FAC, Functional Ambulation Category; LEMI, Lower Extremity Motricity Index; mRMI, modified Rivermead Mobility Index; MTS, Mobilization and tactile stimulation;

ROM, Range of movement; SD, Standard deviation; TI, Textured insoles; TSGT, Task-specific gait training; 5MWT, 5 metre walk test.

Sample Size Calculation (Objective 5)
The required sample size for a main trial, assuming a minimum
clinically important difference of 9.6m/min on the modified
5MWT (81), 90% power, a two-tailed 5% significance level and
equal allocation, would be 51 per group. As small studies may
underestimate the standard deviation (82), the observed standard
deviation of 12.23 in the current study was inflated by a factor
of 1.21 so as to be 90% confident of achieving the nominal
power in the main trial (83). Assuming 15% loss to follow up,
60 participants per group would be required.

Serious Adverse Events, Adverse Events,
and Adverse Reactions (Objective 6)
Twenty-seven adverse events were recorded, 14 from the
MTS+TSGT group and 13 from the TI+TSGT group. These
consisted of: falls (n = 16), back pain (n = 2), neck pain (n
= 1), ipsilesional heel pain (n = 1), viral infection (n = 1),
atrial fibrillation (n = 1), pressure sore (n = 1), scratch on
dorsum of foot (n = 1), tiredness with swollen painful ankles
(n = 1), urinary tract infection (n = 1), hip and knee pain (n

= 1). These events were considered by an independent assessor,
in accordance with Good Clinical Practice (84) and Standard
Operating Procedures for Norwich Clinical Trials Unit and Keele
University, and all deemed unrelated to the study. There were
no adverse reactions to the interventions or outcome measures.
There were three unrelated serious adverse events (one further
stroke, and two hospital admissions).

Pilot Study Aspects to Inform a Future Trial
The traffic light system (78, 79) indicating which aspects of the
study should be taken forward is presented in Table 10.

DISCUSSION

This pilot study estimated the recruitment rate to a subsequent
effectiveness trial as 48.57% of stroke survivors screened
(objective 1) and the attrition rate as 5.88% (objective 2). The
adherence rate to the interventions was 96.88%, ranging between
94.74 and 100%, and the interventions and outcome measures
were found to be acceptable to participants (objective 3). The
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TABLE 10 | Planning a future trial: pilot study aspects considered within a traffic light system.

Traffic light Aspect of pilot study Considerations/changes required

Outcome measures mRMI—Ceiling effect evident and access to stairs issues—not meeting requirements of next trial.

Ankle range of movement with electrogoniometry—not to be used unless there is further reliability

testing. It is inappropriate to measure just the ankle range of movement and not the knee. Use of the

tibia to vertical angle (85) may be more clinically useful and could be piloted for further studies.

Study Management Group This worked well, but independent steering and data monitoring committees required in future.

Case report forms Consider electronic case report forms for future trials.

Recruitment procedures Consider involvement of Clinical Research Network to assist in recruitment for future studies.

Exclusion criteria Consider whether botulinum toxin should be an exclusion to the trial or not.

NIHSS Score four points less for left hemisphere stroke than right; NIHSS useful; staff training is essential.

Randomization procedures Consider issue of posterior circulation strokes for randomization in future trial.

Monitoring length of time

wearing TIs

Consider mechanism for recording the length of time TIs are worn if no daily diaries.

Outcome measures LEMI—suitable and quick to administer, must specify removal of footwear prior to testing.

Functional Ambulation Category—Consider access to stairs and inclines for accurate scoring.

Pressure insoles—Consider purchasing a wireless system to increase the safety of participants and

speed of testing. Need to build in time for setting up the equipment and calibrating the insoles.

Sensory threshold testing with SWMs—Due to the lack of significant results for all but the hallux point in

the TI group and time to test, consider applicability for future trials or just test one point.

Proprioception Plan to include an outcome measure for assessing proprioception in future trials.

Patient and public

involvement and

engagement

The PPIE within MoTaStim-Foot was thorough and beneficial; plan this level of PPIE in future.

Screening Step test: This worked well, screening out stroke survivors who functioned at too high a level.

Ability to follow simple commands screening test: This served its purpose. All participants recruited had

capacity to consent and follow therapy instructions.

Interventions Thorough training is required for research therapists to ensure adherence all intervention protocols.

5MWT or 10MWT Video enabled assessment of assistance to walk/aide. Plan: 1–2m at start and end of the

5MWT/10MWT.

Blinded Assessment This worked well and should be continued for future trials.

Usual care therapy

treatment record

It is important to keep a record of the NHS therapy intervention received.

Pain/fatigue assessment

process and form

This is important to use to monitor pain and fatigue.

Focus groups exploring

participants’ perceptions

Hearing participants’ opinions is important in a therapy trial because they play an active part in

rehabilitation. It also allows for triangulation of methods.

Focus group schedules Will need to be adapted as required for a future trial.

LEMI, Lower Extremity Motricity Index; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; mRMI, modified Rivermead Motricity Index; NHS, National Health Service; PPIE, Patient and

public involvement and engagement; SWMs, Semmes Weinstein monofilaments; TIs, Textured insoles; 5 or 10MWT, 5 or 10 metre walk test. Red = Should not be retained; Amber =

Can be retained with some changes; Green = Can be retained without changes.

selected outcomemeasures, which were chosen with all aspects of
the ICF in mind, measured sensorimotor impairment and lower-
limb function and balance, and were delivered with a successful
blinding procedure and were acceptable to all 32 participants
who completed the study (objective 4). The estimated variance of
outcome measures was used to inform a sample size calculation
for a subsequent effectiveness trial (objective 5). No adverse
events or reactions that occurred were considered to result from
participation in the study (objective 6). Consequently, this pilot
study was successful at establishing feasibility of a subsequent
pragmatic trial.

The recruitment rate of 48.57% compares well with that of
other rehabilitation trials, for example: FAST-INdICATE 5.7%
(86); FeSTivaLS 4.6% (87); SWIFT-cast 4.59% (88). However, in

our pilot study the number of eligible patients was ascertained
from the number referred from the clinical team for screening,
and not the total number of stroke patients through the service.
In addition, our study included people with posterior circulation
as well as anterior circulation stroke. Furthermore, recruitment
early post-stroke enabled accrual through hospital services,
whereas FeSTivaLS recruited stroke survivors ∼2 years after
stroke from the community. All of these factors potentially
increased the recruitment rate for our pilot study compared with
earlier trials.

The attrition rate of 5.88% at both outcome and follow-up
also compares favourably with earlier trials; for example, the
attrition rate at end of intervention (12.5%) and at follow-up
(27.8%) for FAST INdiCATE (86) and end of intervention and
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follow-up (both 15.5%) in FeSTivaLS (87). As reported, the later
recruitment time post-stroke for the FeSTivaLS trial and the
longer follow-up time (6 months) in the FAST-INdiCATE trial
may have accounted for some of the difference in findings in
comparison with our study. The relatively small sample size, and
the fact that the study was only undertaken at one site, may also
have contributed to this low attrition rate.

An adherence (delivery of interventions to protocol) rate
of 96.88% [94.74% (MTS)−100% (TIs)] compares favourably
with earlier trials, for example in FeSTivaLS where only 65%
of participants completed the full complement of functional
strength training for the lower limb. The issues stated above
may have contributed to this higher value; however, another key
aspect was that in the FeSTivaLS trial each intervention lasted
for 1 hour, whereas in MoTaStim-Foot each TSGT session lasted
half an hour. Another trial, which also delivered 30min of task-
orientated training to improve lower-limb strength, reported
100% adherence (89).

Acceptability involves many different aspects, including: an
ability to understand the intervention; participants’ perceived
ability to participate (self-efficacy); their perceptions of the
intervention and its usefulness; burden, including necessary
compromises to enable participation; and congruence of the
intervention with the participant’s value system (90). Participants
in this study confirmed that both the textured and smooth
insoles were acceptable and comfortable, and the physical
characteristics (density, peak height, and distribution) of the TIs
used were acceptable for further study with stroke survivors, with
participants able to perceive the TI underfoot and differentiate
between a textured and smooth insole. The lack of adverse
reactions supports the suitability of using MTS and bespoke TIs
as interventions in the future.

Objective 4 included identifying a primary outcome measure
for future trials (91). All outcomes were assessed at baseline,
end of intervention, and 1-month follow-up, and just the
LEMI and SWMs measured more frequently, after 5, 10, and
15 treatments, enabling close monitoring of potential changes
to inform intervention dose for a future trial. Selection of
the primary and secondary outcome measures for the future
trial considered many aspects. This included addressing the
different ICF domains, validity, reliability, and responsiveness
to change, as well as potential floor or ceiling effects, how
feasible it was to undertake the different outcome measures, and
their acceptability.

Of the measures used in this trial, we considered the modified
5MWT to be the most appropriate primary outcome measure for
a future trial: it is reliable (92), responsive to change in walking
ability after stroke (58), clinically relevant, quick and easy to set
up, and demonstrated potential for change. It provides ratio-
level data, has no ceiling or floor effect limitations, and incurs
negligible costs. However, to enable improved standardisation
of procedure for future trials, a larger space in an appropriate
location, such as a university laboratory or hospital setting,
should be used rather than the limited space in participants’
homes, which does not allow for the recommended 2–3m (55,
92) for acceleration and deceleration. Further consideration will
also be given to the 10MWT or 6-min walk, as advocated by

the Stroke Recovery and Rehabilitation Roundtable guidelines for
stroke research (66).

For secondary outcome measures to take forward, we selected
the LEMI, which is a valid and reliable measure of motor
impairment (56, 57) and responsive to change (Table 9), and the
FAC, also valid and reliable for classifying functional ability for
a stroke population (52), quick to undertake, and responsive to
change (Table 9).

A ceiling effect was evident from the mRMI data (93), with
median scores of 34 (out of a maximum of 35) in each of the
categories at end of intervention and follow-up for both groups.
Restricted access to or absence of stairs in participants’ homes
was an additional limitation of the mRMI. Consequently, we did
not consider the mRMI to be a suitable outcome measure for a
larger trial.

We found that potential movement of the electrogoniometer
within the shoe may have affected reliability and validity of the
goniometry data.Whilst this has not been identified as a potential
issue by the manufacturer, further investigation of reliability
needs to be done before including this in a larger trial.

Touch/pressure sensory threshold testing at four different sites
on the plantar surface of the foot was time-consuming. Repeated
testing has potential either to increase testing fatigue and reduce
attention to the task and, therefore, reliability, or to enhance
sensibility of subsequent testing sites by raising awareness of the
foot as a whole. Despite using a bespoke algorithm for SWM
testing in this study (Supplementary Material), which decreased
the burden of testing for participants by reducing the number of
filaments used at each location, we need to consider further the
choice and number of testing sites. Testing just one site may be
sufficient, particularly if that one site indicates either fully intact
or absent sensation (94); if sensation at one site is affected, it is
likely that all sites will be affected, due to stroke being an upper
motor neurone lesion.

Furthermore, assessment of cutaneous touch/pressure
thresholds from the plantar surface of the foot in a non-
weight-bearing position may not appropriately reflect afferent
information received in an upright standing posture. Afferent
information from ankle proprioceptors may decrease the
importance of cutaneous afferent information from the plantar
surface of the foot during balance (95). Impaired proprioception
post-stroke is more prevalent than tactile sensory impairment
(96) and alignment of the foot and ankle is important to
enable normal balance and gait. Although MTS provides tactile
information through the cutaneous afferents, an important
aim is to provide intensive proprioceptive stimulation (12).
Consequently, measurement of proprioception, using the
Erasmus version of the Nottingham Sensory Assessment or the
sensory section of the Fugl–Meyer Assessment, advocated with
careful standardised testing procedures (68), will be considered
prior to the next trial.

The challenges relating to setting up and calibrating pressure
insoles should be factored into planning the burden of assessment
if these insoles are to be included in future studies. Extreme care
was necessary to ensure participants’ safety, due to the long wires;
a wireless system is advised. The additional cost implications
need to be considered.
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The perceived sense of loss reported in relation to termination
of the study needs to be borne in mind for subsequent
rehabilitation trials; participants should be adequately supported.

Limitations of This Pilot Study
Undertaking this study at one site, which had been involved
in other trials involving MTS and other therapy interventions,
may have introduced bias through prior familiarity with the
intervention and the research team.

The sample size for our study was the largest achievable within
available resources, and whilst smaller than that recommended
for estimates of binary outcomes (97), it was broadly in line with
recommendations for continuous outcomes (40, 41).

Strengths of This Pilot Study
The sample was representative of the stroke population for
age, gender, and type of stroke when comparing with other
rehabilitation trials (86–88); the small sample size would account
for slight discrepancies.

The study followed the guidance in the CONSORT 2010
statement extension to randomized pilot and feasibility trials (75,
98) and the psychometric properties of the outcome measures
informed their selection. Research therapists and assessors
were appropriately trained, and standardised procedures and
protocols were followed for delivering interventions and
undertaking outcome measures. Data collection triangulation,
by including both daily diaries and focus groups, increased
credibility within the study (99).

The value of PPIE in health research has been increasingly
recognised, with the NIHR and stroke research networks
embracing strategies to increase PPIE input (100). Involvement
of PPIE volunteers at all stages of the MoTaSTim-Foot pilot
study from initial stages through to dissemination at the
UK Stroke Forum, with involvement in almost every aspect
of the study, was an important strength. The inclusion
of an additional member of the research team (a stroke
survivor, a PPIE volunteer) as observer and field-note
taker during the focus groups enabled additional insights
and an appreciation of the context behind the participants’
dialogue, reducing the potential bias associated with a single
investigator (101).

CONCLUSION

This study has successfully provided feasibility information in
preparation for a subsequent RCT, suggesting that the subsequent
trial will have a high recruitment and low attrition rate, excellent
adherence to the experimental and control interventions,
and that these interventions and outcome measures will
be acceptable to stroke survivors with no expected adverse
reactions. We can conclude that a larger RCT is feasible
and should have a nominal sample size of 60 participants
per group based on the modified 5MWT as the primary
outcome measure.

However, prior to undertaking a definitive clinical trial,
further consideration will be given to whether the trial can
be delivered successfully in other regions, the optimal dose of

intervention and most appropriate target population and time
post stroke, in accordance with the second Stroke Recovery and
Rehabilitation Roundtable recommendations (53).
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